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Team Building Party 

Artsy.Sip Team.Building division combines working together and artistic creativity! We provide an            
inspiring space for co-workers to collaborate and create a painting in a relaxed environment. We               
believe that people should use both sides of their brains. When people create - they become more                 
creative - in relationships, community, and in problem solving.  A few fun facts about our corporate                
painting parties: (1) these events reduce stress (2) employees are able to communicate and bond               
together, and (3) they are tons of fun - a happy employee is a productive employee!  

Sure, many of our own art never makes it to the wall, but we are about the process and not the end                      
product. ArtsySip will create the fun, laughter and you-not-to-think about your work problem for a               
moment in a stress free environment. We understand everyone want to do something for              
themselves, something that's new, fun and different.  

 



HOW IT WORKS 

 
  Option 1 : Everyone follows along with our instructor to create their own painting. Example; 

paint your team mate portrait in funky and artsy way!   Painters will feel relaxed and 
creatively-challenged while enjoying the music and company of coworkers.  

Option 2 :  Two people pair up to paint two separate images that work together and complement 
each other. 

FOOD & BEVERAGES POLICY 

For team building, we allow BYO (Bring your own) favourite drinks (alcohol or non-alcohol) for no 
corkage fee. We understand some companies has no alcohol policy. We also can offer fun and creative 

painting parties at your venue or company. For offsite location, you provide tables and chairs.  

PRICE 

We charge RM88 per person and minimum 10 people for team.building package. Everything is included.  

REACH OUT 

Reach us at 012-4417100 or email artsy.sip@gmail.com  with any questions about hosting a team building 
event. Do visit our official website https://artsysip.wordpress.com  or facebook.com/ArtsySip  

Our studio is located at 34 Jalan Nagor, Georgetown 10500 Penang 
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